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Transitions in Concept Acquisition:
Using the Hand to Read the Mind

Susan Goldin-Meadow, Martha Wagner Alibali, and R. Breckinridge Church

Thoughts conveyed through gesture often differ from thoughts conveyed through speech. In this
article, a model of the sources and consequences of such gesture-speech mismatches and their role
during transitional periods in the acquisition of concepts is proposed. The model makes 2 major
claims: (a) The transitional state is the source of gesture-speech mismatch. In gesture-speech
mismatch, 2 beliefs are simultaneously expressed on the same problem—one in gesture and an-
other in speech. This simultaneous activation of multiple beliefs characterizes the transitional
knowledge state and creates gesture-speech mismatch, (b) Gesture-speech mismatch signals to the
social world that a child is in a transitional state and is ready to learn. The child's spontaneous
gestures index the zone of proximal development, thus providing a mechanism by which adults can
calibrate their input to that child's level of understanding.

Children typically reveal their understanding of a problem
through their speech. However, along with that speech, chil-
dren often produce gestures, and those gestures have also been
shown to provide insight into a speaker's thoughts (Kendon,
1980; McNeill, 1985, 1987, 1992). Surprisingly, the thoughts
conveyed through gesture are not always the same as the
thoughts conveyed through speech. They may mismatch. In this
article, we propose a model of the sources and consequences of
such mismatches and their role in the acquisition of concepts.

One of developmental psychology's major contributions to
the study of concept acquisition is the demonstration that a
child's understanding of at least certain concepts is, throughout
the period of acquisition, systematic and rule governed. The
process of acquisition for these concepts can therefore be char-
acterized as an advance from an inadequate yet systematic un-
derstanding of a concept to a more adequate, systematic under-
standing of a concept. In this context, the transitional knowl-
edge state can be taken to be the bridge between two
rule-governed knowledge states. It is this type of transitional
state that we explore in children, although we believe that tran-
sitional states of this sort may characterize learning at any age.
In this regard, it is important to note that the behavior we take
to reflect the transitional state—gesture-speech mismatch—is
not unique to a particular period in the life span but is found in
adults (Goodman, Church, & Schonert, 1991; McNeill, 1992),
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as well as adolescents (Stone, Webb, & Mahootian, 1991),
school-aged children (Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986; Evans
& Rubin, 1979; Perry, Church, & Goldin-Meadow, 1988), and
2-year-olds (Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith, 1991; Morford & Gol-
din-Meadow, 1992).

The model we propose makes two major claims about the
transitional knowledge state and its relation to gesture-speech
mismatch. First, the model argues that the transitional knowl-
edge state is the source of gesture-speech mismatch. In pre-
vious work, we have found that the mismatch between gesture
and speech in a child's explanations of a concept reflects an
instability in the child's knowledge of that concept and is, more-
over, a good indicator that the child is in a transitional knowl-
edge state with respect to the concept. Here, we suggest that
gesture-speech mismatch is not merely an index of transitional
knowledge; that is, it is not an epiphenomenon of the transi-
tional state, co-occurring with transition but not related in any
essential way to the state itself. Rather, we argue that gesture-
speech mismatch is caused by the processes that characterize
the transitional state. In gesture-speech mismatch, two beliefs
are simultaneously expressed on the same problem—one in
gesture and another in speech. We suggest that it is the simulta-
neous activation of multiple beliefs that characterizes the tran-
sitional knowledge state and creates gesture-speech mismatch.

Second, the model argues that gesture-speech mismatch sig-
nals to the social world that an individual is in a transitional
knowledge state. Occurring as it does in communicative con-
texts, gesture-speech mismatch may provide a signal to those
who interact with a child, announcing to those who can inter-
pret the signal that the child is in a transitional state and thus is
ready to learn. In fact, we suggest that gesture-speech mis-
match provides a measure of the zone of proximal develop-
ment, as put forth by Vygotsky (1978). In Vygotsky's account of
development, the zone of proximal development is defined as
the distance between what children can do on their own and
what they can do with the guidance of an adult or a more capa-
ble peer. Development is powered by the child's internalization
of the cognitive processes shared in the zone of proximal devel-
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opment. However, it is unclear from this account how an adult
is able to zero in on a child's zone of proximal development. We
suggest that the spontaneous gestures children produce when
communicating with adults provide an observable index of the
zone of proximal development, and thus they provide a mecha-
nism by which adults can calibrate their input to a child's level
of understanding.

In a fundamental sense, the way in which the transitional
knowledge state is denned and characterized is of theoretical
importance precisely because that characterization constrains
the types of mechanisms that can be proposed to account for
developmental change—and investigating mechanisms of
change is at the heart of research on development and learning
(cf. Flavell, 1984). Our purpose here is, first, to review what is
currently known about the transitional knowledge state and the
processes that define that state, situating gesture-speech mis-
match within this field. We then ask how children in a transi-
tional state signal to the social world that they are in such a
state, and we argue that gesture and speech taken together pro-
vide this signal and, as such, play an important role in the
mechanisms responsible for developmental change.

Defining and Characterizing the Transitional State

Theories of learning have been broadly classified as relying
on either accumulation or replacement mechanisms to account
for change (Mazur & Hastie, 1978). Accumulation theories
view learning as the systematic acquisition of increasing
amounts of information or skill, whereas replacement theories
operate by qual itative reorganizations or changes in mental rep-
resentations and rules. Particularly if learning is propelled by a
replacement mechanism, it is likely that there will be a period
of transition (however abrupt) between the time when an old
rule is firmly held and the time when it is replaced by a new
rule.1 The difficulty, however, lies in identifying and character-
izing that period of transition. Many different operational defi-
nitions of the transitional period have been proposed. For exam-
ple, at various times, the transitional state has been defined as a
state of readiness to learn, as a state in which guidance im-
proves performance, as a state of partial knowledge, as a state in
which multiple hypotheses are considered, and finally, as a state
in which multiple hypotheses are considered simultaneously.
We address each of these operational definitions in turn, evalu-
ating how effective each definition is in capturing the transi-
tional knowledge state.

The Transitional State as a State of Readiness to Learn

By definition, the child in a transitional state with respect to
a particular concept has not yet mastered that concept. The
upper bound of the transitional state is therefore, at least in
principle, easy to establish. However, at what point in a child's
development of a concept is it sensible to say that the child has
entered a transitional state with respect to that concept? For
example, children's understanding of balance scale problems
develops slowly and, although children can make reliable pre-
dictions about balance scale problems at age 5, a complete un-
derstanding is often not achieved until age 17 (Siegler, 1976).
Do we want to say that the child is in transition from age 5 to 17?

To be of theoretical use, the notion of transitional state needs to
be more constrained than the period prior to mastery.

Intuitively, one might associate the transitional state with in-
stability prior to mastery. Instability conveys the sense that
change is imminent, particularly if appropriate input is pro-
vided. Thus, one might argue that a child is in a transitional
state with respect to a particular concept when that child is
ready to learn or to benefit from input in that concept; that is,
given appropriate input, the child with transitional knowledge
masters the concept quickly (cf. Beilin, 1965; Brainerd, 1972;
Langer & Strauss, 1972; Murray, 1974; Strauss & Langer, 1970;
Strauss & Rimalt, 1974).

However, Brainerd (1977) convincingly argued that many of
the studies cited as evidence that children in transition are par-
ticularly ready to learn are methodologically flawed, primarily
because the child's pretest performance is not taken into ac-
count when measures of learning are calculated. For example,
in many studies, children are divided into two groups on the
basis of the knowledge they demonstrate on a conservation
pretest: Children who demonstrate an understanding of con-
servation on some problems but not on all problems are classi-
fied as transitional; they are contrasted with children who dem-
onstrate no understanding of conservation on the pretest and
are therefore classified as nonconservers. The transitional chil-
dren are expected to be particularly likely to benefit from train-
ing, and these children are indeed more likely than noncon-
servers to achieve conservation after training. However, the
transitional children also knew more about conservation before
training than did the nonconservers. The real question is not
whether the transitional children achieved conservation after
training but whether they made more progress after training
than did the nonconservers. Indeed, using pretest-posttest dif-
ference scores to reanalyze data from a large number of conser-
vation studies, Brainerd (1977) found that transitional children
made no more progress after training than nonconservers; this
suggests that they were no more ready to learn than noncon-
servers. In addition, Brainerd (1977) pointed out that, to avoid
circularity, the measure used to capture learning ought not be
the same as the measure used to capture potential to learn. For
example, if performance on a conservation task is used to mea-
sure how much the child has learned after instruction, that
same measure ought not be used to determine whether the
child was in a transitional state before instruction.

In general, note that if readiness to learn is used as a defini-
tion of the transitional state, the transitional state is easy to
pinpoint—but only in retrospect. Any group of children can be
exposed to instruction, and the subset who benefit from the
instruction will have been, by definition, in transition. Thus,
although intuitively appealing as a definition of the transitional
state, openness to instruction or readiness to learn cannot be
used to identify children in the transitional state simply be-

1 It is important to point out that we are not arguing for a domain-
general period of transition akin to the transitional stage proposed by
Piaget as a bridge between preoperational and concrete operational
thought. Rather, our focus is on domain-specific transition, specifi-
cally, on the period during which a learner moves from a less adequate
to a more adequate understanding of a particular concept.
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cause the index is post hoc and lacks predictive value. Neverthe-
less, readiness to learn can serve as a useful standard against
which other prospective characterizations of the transitional
state must be evaluated. In other words, any proposed marker
of the transitional state ought to be able to divide children into
those who are more and less ready to progress to a new level of
understanding of a concept.

Thus, in this article, we do not test whether readiness to learn
is a good definition of the transitional state. We assume that it is
and, on this basis, use it as a criterion for evaluating other opera-
tional definitions of the transitional state (definitions that do
not suffer from being post hoc). In the rest of this discussion,
we follow this heuristic and ask whether each of the definitions
of the transitional state we consider successfully identifies chil-
dren who are ready to profit from instruction and to learn. In
evaluating the utility of these definitions, we pay careful atten-
tion to the methodological pitfalls pointed out by Brainerd
(1977). As described earlier, the measure used to capture learn-
ing in studies of readiness must take into account the child's
level of knowledge before training; that is, the measure must
index improvement in performance rather than absolute level
of performance. In addition, to avoid circularity, the measure
used to capture learning ought not be the same as the measure
used to identify children in the transitional state.

The Transitional State as a State in Which Guidance
Improves Performance: The Zone of Proximal
Development

Vygotsky (1978) defined the zone of proximal development
as "the distance between the actual developmental level as de-
termined by independent problem solving and the level of po-
tential development as determined through problem solving
under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable
peers" (p. 86). The zone of proximal development contains
those concepts that are currently developing, that is, those con-
cepts that the child has not yet fully acquired but is in the
process of acquiring.

If a particular concept is contained in a child's zone of proxi-
mal development, the child will have more success solving
problems instantiating that concept when assisted by an adult
than when working alone. In this sense, the child has transi-
tional knowledge with respect to that concept. Children who
show no difference in their performance under the two condi-
tions are either impervious to the opportunities provided by the
adult and thus do not yet have that concept in their zone of
proximal development or have already incorporated the skills
into their everyday activity and thus have mastered the concept
(cf. Griffin & Cole, 1985).

Certain authors, most notably, Fischer (e.g., Fischer & Pipp,
1984), have suggested that adjusting the conditions under
which a child performs a task can result in better, even optimal,
performance. However, Vygotsky (1978) suggested that better
performance with adult guidance may itself be a good predictor
of future performance alone; if so, it would meet the readiness-
to-learn criterion proposed earlier as a crucial test for an opera-
tional definition of the transitional state. In fact, the predictive
potential of measures of the zone of proximal development has
not been extensively tested. There are numerous studies of how

adults adjust their input to the level of the child (e.g., Rogoff &
Wertsch, 1984) and several studies of the relationship between
measures of the zone of proximal development and traditional
measures of intelligence (Brown & Ferrara, 1985; Ferrara,
Brown, & Campione, 1986). However, few, if any, studies have
been specifically designed to test whether performance with
adult guidance on a task predicts later performance alone on
that task.

Nevertheless, a number of studies of peer interaction contain
data that bear on this issue. For example, Azmitia (1988) stud-
ied a group of 5-year-olds who, over a series of sessions, built
replicas of a model alone, with a peer of the same ability, or with
a peer of greater ability. Azmitia found that novices who worked
with an expert improved their performance during the interac-
tion and built more accurately than novices who worked alone
or with other novices. It is important for our purposes to note
that this improved performance was maintained when the chil-
dren subsequently worked alone on a different model than the
one they had worked on in collaboration. Thus, skills children
exhibit when working in collaboration with an expert can be
maintained when children later work alone.

However, these data do not address the issue of individual
differences, which is crucial to determining who is and who is
not in a transitional state; that is, are children who work better
with an expert more likely to exhibit these skills when working
alone than children who do not work as well with an expert? In
fact, Forman and Cazden (1985), in a study of 9-year-olds who
performed a logical-reasoning task with and without a peer,
found that children who excelled when collaborating on the
task did not always do better on their own compared with chil-
dren who did not do as well in collaboration. Thus, some collab-
orative partners demonstrated a higher level of combinatorial
reasoning in a social context than they did individually, sug-
gesting that socially achieved cognitive activities are not always
completely internalized by the participants. Given the fact that
improved performance with guidance is not necessarily asso-
ciated with improved performance alone, the zone of proximal
development may not be an altogether reliable predictor of
children who are ready to learn, although further studies de-
signed to test this point are needed.

The Transitional State as a State of Partial Knowledge

Another definition of the transitional state holds that the
child in transition has partial knowledge of the concept in ques-
tion, where partial knowledge is operationally defined as solv-
ing some problems instantiating the concept correctly and solv-
ing others incorrectly (Wilkinson, 1982a, 1982b). At first
glance, one might think that partial knowledge is, in fact, an-
other name for transitional knowledge. However, it is possible
to tease apart these two notions, and when one does so, partial
knowledge turns out to be neither necessary nor sufficient for
transitional knowledge.

Partial knowledge, as just defined, cannot be necessary for a
child to be in a transitional state simply because a child can
solve all of the problems instantiating a particular concept in-
correctly and yet, by the readiness-to-learn criterion, still be in
a transitional state with respect to that concept. For example,
Perry et al. (1988) examined a group of fourth-grade children,
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none of whom could correctly solve problems instantiating the
concept of mathematical equivalence, and found that some
children benefited from instruction in the concept, whereas
others did not. These children, by the readiness-to-learn crite-
rion discussed earlier, were in a transitional knowledge state,
yet none showed partial knowledge prior to instruction.

In addition, partial knowledge does not appear to be suffi-
cient for a child to be in a transitional state simply because a
child who is sometimes right and sometimes wrong on a set of
problems instantiating a concept need not be in a transitional
state with respect to that concept. For example, Wilkinson
(1982a, 1982b) demonstrated that some children who produce
both correct and incorrect responses on a series of problems
consistently fail the same set of problems each time they solve
them; this suggests that their knowledge, although incorrect, is
nevertheless consistent. Wilkinson called this state restricted
partial knowledge and assumed that a child in such a state has a
single, incorrect rule that is reliably applied to all problems.
Similarly, Siegler (1976,1981) showed that the majority of chil-
dren who had not yet grasped the factors underlying the bal-
ance scale and had solved only some of the problems correctly
arrived at their responses by using a single rule in a consistent
fashion. For example, some children solved problems correctly
only when the weights on each side of the scale were an equal
distance from the fulcrum, and thus they appeared to be using
a consistent, albeit incorrect, rule to solve the problems (the
weight-only rule: the side with the most weight always goes
down).

If we apply the readiness-to-learn criterion to children with
restricted partial knowledge, we find that some of the children
who used a single, incorrect rule on Siegler's tasks benefited
from instruction, whereas others did not. In particular, Siegler
(1976) found that, although many 5- and 8-year-old children
used the weight-only rule to solve the series of balance scale
problems prior to instruction, when finally given instruction in
the problems, the 8-year-olds were more likely to acquire a
more advanced rule (and thus were more likely to have been in
transition) than the 5-year-olds. Yet, the partial knowledge crite-
rion identified all of the children as being in transition, even
the 5-year-olds, who were far less ready to learn the new rule
than the 8-year-olds.

Probing further the children's behavior prior to instruction,
Siegler (1976) found that, although both the 5- and 8-year-olds
used the rule involving weight to solve the series of problems,
only the 8-year-olds seemed to be aware that a second dimen-
sion (distance) was also relevant to the problem. The 8-year-olds
produced nonverbal cues (in particular, head movements) that
suggested that they were aware of the weights' distance from
the fulcrum, whereas the 5-year-olds gave no such evidence. In a
subsequent encoding study, Siegler confirmed that the 8-year-
olds were aware of both of the relevant dimensions on the bal-
ance scale—weight and distance—whereas the 5-year-olds
were aware only of weight. Thus, although the 8-year-olds used
a single rule involving weight to produce answers to the balance
scale problems, they also seemed to be entertaining a second
hypothesis involving distance. In fact, the consideration of
more than one hypothesis has itself been proposed as a defining
characteristic of the transitional state, as we describe next.

The Transitional State as a State in Which Multiple
Hypotheses Are Considered

When acquiring a concept, it is possible that children
abruptly and completely abandon one hypothesis in favor of
another. However, it seems more likely that a child will con-
tinue to entertain an old hypothesis while beginning to develop
a new one. One might therefore expect a period of transition
during which there is evidence for more than one hypothesis—
an old one and a new one—in the child's behavior. Thus, there
is intuitive reason to believe that when children move from one
rule-governed state to the next, they pass through a transitional
period during which they entertain more than one hypothesis.

Moreover, there is theoretical reason to believe that consider-
ation of more than one hypothesis characterizes the transitional
state and, in fact, provides the impetus for such change. For
example, Acredolo, O'Connor, and Horobin (1989) suggested
that uncertainty serves as the primary force underlying cogni-
tive growth and that this uncertainty stems from the confusion
children experience when they consider more than one rule.
Similarly, any theory that posits internal conflict as a mecha-
nism of developmental change (cf. Piaget's equilibration theory,
1975/1985) assumes that the impetus for transition comes from
discrepancies in the rules a child uses to solve a problem; for
these discrepancies to have an impact on the child's develop-
ment, that child must have at some point considered and com-
pared the rules he or she has available. For example, within the
Piagetian tradition, Langer (1969), Snyder and Feldman (1977),
and Strauss (1972; Strauss & Rimalt, 1974) argued that the child
in transition displays at least two functional structures with
respect to a concept; the child's appreciation of the discrepancy
between those functional structures leads to disequilibrium,
which then acts as an impetus for change (see Turiel, 1969,1974,
for similar arguments within the domain of moral develop-
ment).

Even traditions that are distinctly non-Piagetian have pro-
posed that multiple solutions to a problem may be a character-
istic of the transitional state. For example, in his list of struc-
ture-dependent transition mechanisms, Keil (1984) included
resolution of internal inconsistencies or contradictions as a
mechanism of change. According to Keil, for a child to be inter-
nally inconsistent, the child must, at some level, entertain two
(incompatible) views of the same problem. In his skill theory of
cognitive development, Fischer (1980) described five rules that
specify how a skill is transformed into a new, more advanced
skill; each of these rules involves transforming two or more
skills with given structures into one or more skills with a new
type of structure, and thus each calls for activation of at least
two skills for developmental change to occur. From an informa-
tion-processing perspective, Klahr(1984) listed conflict-resolu-
tion rules—rules that apply when two productions are eligible
to be activated on a single problem—as an important mecha-
nism of change in self-modifying systems. Finally, from a Vy-
gotskian perspective, Griffin and Cole (1985) argued that the
zone of proximal development embodies multiple levels, both
next steps and previous steps. The common thread running
through all these characterizations of change is the notion that
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multiple, potentially incompatible hypotheses are activated or
considered in solving a single problem.

Is there empirical evidence that children in transition with
respect to a concept activate multiple hypotheses when solving
problems instantiating that concept? In his studies, Wilkinson
(1982a, 1982b) isolated a second group of children who pro-
duced correct and incorrect responses on a series of problems
(and in this sense have partial knowledge) but who produced a
different set of correct and incorrect responses when asked to
solve the same problems a second time; that is, their knowledge
was inconsistent across tests. Wilkinson called this a state of
variable partial knowledge and suggested that one type of con-
ceptual structure that could result in such a variable perfor-
mance consists of a set of substitutable rules, some of which are
correct and others of which are incorrect. On each problem, the
child selects a rule from the set and applies it. The child's perfor-
mance varies from problem to problem depending on which
rule was selected for each problem and on whether the rule
selected leads to a correct or incorrect solution. For example, a
child might have a set of rules for problems of continuous quan-
tity conservation that includes the following rules: (a) the tallest
container has the most, (b) the'widestcontainerhasthemost, and
(c) the amount does not change when you pour it because you
could pour it right back. If the child in this example sampled the
first or second rule, he or she would solve the conservation task
incorrectly. However, if the third rule was sampled, the child
would solve the task correctly.

Strauss (1972) and Strauss and Rimalt (1974) similarly argued
that children who display at least two functional structures
when solving problems instantiating a concept possess transi-
tional knowledge with respect to that concept. Evidence of
more than one functional structure on a series of tasks that
instantiate a concept has been called structural mixture. Strauss
(1972) distinguished between two types of structural mixture.
A child who has structural mixture within a concept will be
correct on some but not all of a series of tasks that instantiate a
single concept, for instance, length conservation. A child who
has structural mixture between concepts will be correct on
some but not all of a series of tasks that instantiate a set of
closely related concepts. For example, a child may succeed on
discontinuous quantity (number) conservation but not succeed
on length conservation.

Unfortunately, the multiple-hypotheses definition of the
transitional state has not been adequately evaluated in terms of
the readiness-to-learn criterion. If one uses this definition of
the transitional state, one would expect children with variable
partial knowledge (who are assumed to have a variety of substi-
tutable rules at their disposal) to benefit from instruction more
often than children with restricted partial knowledge (who are
assumed to have only one rule available; Wilkinson, 1982a,
1982b). However, Wilkinson did not do the comparative train-
ing studies that could be used to address this issue. Moreover,
studies purporting to show that structural mixture is a valid
predictor of readiness to learn have not met Brainerd's (1977)
methodological standards. For example, Strauss and Langer
(1970) found that children who displayed structural mixture
within a concept (conservation of continuous quantity) were
more likely to advance to a sophisticated understanding of con-

servation than children who did not demonstrate structural
mixture within the concept. Similarly, Langer and Strauss
(1972) found that children who had structural mixture between
concepts (conservation of discontinuous quantity and of length)
were more likely to advance to a sophisticated understanding
of conservation than children who did not demonstrate struc-
tural mixture between the concepts (see also Inhelder & Sin-
clair, 1969). However, these studies do not demonstrate that the
children with structural mixture are more ready to learn than
the children without structural mixture. In his reanalysis of the
data from these studies, Brainerd (1977) showed that the chil-
dren with structural mixture were no more likely to improve
their understanding of conservation after training than were
the children without structural mixture. They achieved a
higher level of conservation understanding after training than
children without structural mixture simply because they began
the study at a higher level of conservation understanding.

The Transitional State as a State in Which Multiple
Hypotheses Are Considered Simultaneously

Note that in studies of structural mixture, children are hy-
pothesized to be in a transitional state if they use several differ-
ent hypotheses when solving a series of problems that instan-
tiate a single concept. However, the models of conceptual
change described earlier (e.g., Fischer, 1980; Keil, 1984; Klahr,
1984; Piaget, 1975/1985) imply that what characterizes the
transitional state is not merely the availability of more than one
hypothesis but rather the simultaneous activation and evalua-
tion of those hypotheses. To show that a child considers multi-
ple hypotheses simultaneously, we must provide evidence that a
child considers more than one hypothesis, not just across prob-
lems in a series but on a single problem.

Acredolo (Acredolo & O'Connor, 1991; Acredolo et al., 1989)
argued that the techniques traditionally used to assess chil-
dren's knowledge of concepts make it difficult to determine
whether a child has considered more than one hypothesis on a
single problem simply because the paradigms encourage the
child to report a single answer. Acredolo et al. (1989) developed
a new procedure to probe the child's understanding of conser-
vation in which children were required to evaluate each of three
alternative answers offered by the experimenter (actually of-
fered by three Sesame Street puppets) on a probability scale, as
opposed to selecting a single answer. They found that in a group
of kindergarten through sixth-grade children, 33% displayed
uncertainty (i.e., gave credence to more than one alternative) on
the number conservation task and 74% displayed uncertainty
on the area conservation task. In fact, many children who were
classified as consistent nonconservers with standard conserva-
tion tasks appeared to regard conservation as a defensible alter-
native, whereas many children who were classified as consistent
conservers with the standard tasks still seemed to regard non-
conservation arguments as possibly correct. Acredolo et al.
went on to suggest that children's implicit awareness of compet-
ing arguments serves as the primary force underlying cognitive
growth.

Thus, if given the opportunity, children at times accept multi-
ple (often incompatible) hypotheses about a single problem.
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However, it remains unclear from these data whether the same
children who can accept competing hypotheses actually gener-
ate more than one hypothesis at a time while solving and rea-
soning about a problem. We turn to this issue in the next two
sections.

Evidence for Simultaneous Activation of Multiple
Hypotheses in Explanations: Discordance Between

Gesture and the Speech It Accompanies

When asked to explain a task, children often gesture while
providing spoken explanations. Several authors (e.g., Evans &
Rubin, 1979; Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1987, 1992) have noted
that these spontaneous gestures, taken by themselves, often
convey substantive information about the task. Thus, gesture,
like speech, can provide insight into the child's reasoning about
a problem.

Over the past several years, we have analyzed the spontane-
ous gestures of children more closely, looking particularly at the
congruence between the information contained in gesture and
the information found in the speech it accompanies. We have
observed that, when asked to explain their judgments of a con-
ceptual task, some children produce gestures that convey the
same hypothesis found in their spoken explanations, whereas
other children convey one hypothesis in gesture and a different
hypothesis in speech. We have termed this latter phenomenon
gesture-speech discordance and have described its relationship
to two different concepts typically acquired at two different
stages in development.

Gesture-Speech Discordance in Conservation Tasks

Church and Goldin-Meadow (1986) tested children between
the ages of 5 and 8 years on their understanding of a series of
Piagetian conservation tasks. When asked to explain their
judgments on the conservation tasks, the children gestured
spontaneously while speaking and often portrayed specific
aspects of the conservation task in their gestures; for instance,
in a task probing conservation of liquid quantity, children often
used a C-shaped hand to indicate the width of the dish, or they
produced a fist and arced the fist from the glass to the dish as
though pouring a pitcher to indicate that the water had been
poured from the glass into the dish. At times the information
conveyed in gesture matched the information conveyed in the
speech accompanying the gesture. For example, in the task
probing liquid quantity conservation, one child focused on the
height of the water in both speech ("there is less water in the
dish because the dish is short and the glass is tall") and in
gesture (the child demarcated the heights of the two containers
of water with his palm). This child had thus conveyed a single
hypothesis—expressed in both speech and gesture—to explain
his solutions on the task.

In contrast, some of the gestures produced by the children
did not convey the same information as did the speech accom-
panying those gestures. For example, in the liquid quantity con-
servation task, one child focused on the height of the container
in speech ("the dish is lower than the glass") but focused on the
width of the container in gesture (the child produced a wide C
hand near the dish and a narrower C near the glass). This child

had conveyed two distinct hypotheses to explain her solutions
on the task—one involving height (in speech) and another in-
volving width (in gesture).

Gesture-Speech Discordance in Mathematical
Equivalence

Perry et al. (1988) found a similar phenomenon on a task that
is more abstract than conservation and that (unlike conserva-
tion) typically requires explicit school-based instruction to be
acquired. Perry et al. tested children between the ages of 9 and
10 years on their understanding of equivalence in addition
problems (i.e., the understanding that one side of an equation
represents the same quantity as the other side of the equation).
Children were asked to solve six problems of the form 5 + 3 +
4 = _ + 4 and to explain each of their solutions. Most children
gestured spontaneously while explaining their solutions, and
their gestures typically conveyed specific procedures for solv-
ing the problem. As in the conservation study, the procedure
conveyed in gesture often matched the procedure conveyed in
the speech accompanying that gesture. For example, one child
indicated that he had added all of the numbers in the problem
to get the answer, both in speech ("I added 5 plus 3 plus 4 plus 4
equals 16") and in gesture (the child pointed at the 5, pointed at
the 3, pointed at the left 4, pointed at the right 4, and then
pointed at the blank); that is, the child conveyed a single proce-
dure, expressed in speech and in gesture.

However, again as in the conservation study, the gestures
produced by the children did not always convey the same pro-
cedure as the speech that accompanied that gesture. For exam-
ple, one child, in speech, indicated that he had added the num-
bers on the left side of the equation to get the answer ("I added
5 plus 3 plus 4") but, in gesture, indicated that he had consid-
ered all of the numbers in the problem (he pointed at the 5, the
3, the left 4, the right 4, and then the blank). This child con-
veyed two procedures, one that involved adding the numbers
up to the equal sign (in speech) and a second one that involved
adding all of the numbers in the problem (in gesture).

Gesture-Speech Discordance and Readiness to Learn

Both Church and Goldin-Meadow (1986) and Perry et al.
(1988) found that the children who participated in their studies
varied in the number of gesture-speech mismatches they pro-
duced, some producing no mismatches and some producing as
many as six (out of a set of six explanations). In both studies, the
children who produced many gesture-speech mismatches in
their explanations of either conservation or mathematical equiv-
alence (children whom we have labeled discordant) were more
likely to benefit from instruction in that concept than the chil-
dren who produced few gesture-speech mismatches or few ges-
tures overall (children whom we have labeled concordant).
Thus, the children who produced multiple hypotheses in a sin-
gle explanation of a concept, one in speech and one in gesture,
appeared to be particularly ready to learn that concept com-
pared with the children who produced only one hypothesis in
an explanation, either in speech alone or in both gesture and
speech. These results suggest that children who simultaneously
produce multiple hypotheses in their explanations of a concept
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are likely to be in a transitional state with respect to that con-
cept.

It is important to stress that these studies of readiness to
learn do, in fact, meet the methodological standards estab-
lished by Brainerd (1977). First, the measure used to tap learn-
ing was not the same as the measure used to identify children in
a transitional state. In both the math and the conservation stud-
ies, children were identified as transitional on the basis of the
number of gesture-speech mismatches they produced on the
pretest. Progress on the math test was measured in terms of the
number of math problems solved correctly on the posttest and
the generalization test, and progress on the conservation test
was measured in terms of conservation rationales produced on
the posttest that had not appeared in that child's pretest.2 Sec-
ond, the measure used to tap learning took into account the
child's performance on the pretest. In the math studies, none of
the children solved any of the problems correctly on the pretest;
thus, their posttest scores were a measure of progress after
training (Perry et al., 1988). In the conservation studies, learn-
ing was measured in terms of improvement from pretest to
posttest; specifically, children were considered to have im-
proved after training only if they added a new conservation
rationale to their repertoires, one that they had not produced
on the pretest (Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986). Thus, in these
studies, children were identified as transitional on the basis of
gesture-speech mismatch; children who were transitional were
then shown to be particularly ready to learn on the basis of a
second measure, one that was independent of the original dis-
cordance measure.3

Further support for the hypothesis that gesture-speech dis-
cordance indexes the transitional state comes from the fact that
the discordant state appears to be transitional, not only in the
sense that it predicts receptivity to instruction but also in the
sense that it is both preceded and followed by a concordant
state. Alibali and Goldin-Meadow (in press) gave a different
group of fourth-grade children instruction in mathematical
equivalence and observed their explanations of the problems
they solved over the course of the pretest and training period.
The relationship between gesture and speech in each explana-
tion was monitored over the series. Alibali and Goldin-
Meadow found that as the children acquired the concept of
mathematical equivalence, they progressed through a series of
steps. Children began with a single incorrect procedure, re-
flected in the match between gesture and speech in their expla-
nations of the math problems (a concordant incorrect state).
They then proceeded through a transitional period in which
more than one procedure was considered, reflected in the mis-
match between the procedure expressed in speech and the pro-
cedure expressed in gesture (a discordant state). Finally, they
closed on a single correct procedure, reflected again in the
match between gesture and speech (a concordant correct state).
These microgenetic data further suggest that the transitional
period in the acquisition of a concept is characterized by the
production of more than one hypothesis within a single explana-
tion.

Note that we are putting forth gesture-speech discordance
not as a general characteristic of the child but rather as a charac-
teristic of the child's understanding of a particular concept. In
other words, we do not expect discordance to be a communica-

tive style that inevitably characterizes a child's explanations re-
gardless of the concept that he or she is explaining. Indeed, we
have found that children are likely to produce gesture-speech
mismatches for a concept that they are in the process of learn-
ing (e.g., mathematical equivalence) but not for a concept that
they have already mastered (e.g., conservation; Perry et al., 1988;
see also Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Garber, & Church, 1993,
for evidence that a child can be discordant on one concept and
concordant on another within the domain of mathematics it-
self). Thus, discordance appears to vary within the individual
as a function of that individual's understanding of the concept,
as we would expect if discordance is an index of the individual's
readiness to learn that concept.

Evidence for Simultaneous Activation of Multiple
Hypotheses in Solving Problems

The findings described thus far suggest that children in tran-
sition with respect to a concept simultaneously consider more
than one hypothesis when explaining their beliefs about the
concept. However, the fact that children may exhibit two hy-
potheses when explaining how they solved a problem does not
necessarily mean that the children consider both hypotheses
when actually solving the problems. Discordance could reflect
post hoc reasoning processes rather than on-line problem solv-
ing. To explore this possibility, Goldin-Meadow et al. (1993)
conducted a study to determine whether discordant children
activate more than one hypothesis not only when they explain
their solutions to a problem but also when they solve the prob-
lem itself. The approach underlying the study assumes that
activating multiple hypotheses when solving a problem takes
more cognitive effort than activating a single hypothesis. Thus,
a child who activates multiple hypotheses on one task should

2 As we have described, improvement in the conservation study was
measured in terms of spoken conservation explanations—a measure
that is not completely independent of gesture-speech mismatch simply
because these explanations comprise the spoken component of a ges-
ture-speech response. However, even when improvement is calculated
in terms of judgment responses (i.e., the number of additional correct
conservation judgments produced on the posttest and follow-up test
relative to the number produced on the pretest), the results are pre-
cisely the same; that is, children who produced many gesture-speech
mismatches on the pretest were significantly more likely to improve
and maintain that improvement in conservation judgments than chil-
dren who produced few gesture-speech mismatches (Church, 1987).

3 To determine whether other possible differences between discor-
dant and concordant children could better account for the differences
between the children in success after training, Perry et al. (1988) did a
multiple regression analysis using age, grade, math ability level, and
discordance as variables to predict success on the posttest and the
generalization test. They found that the proportion of variance ex-
plained by the combination of all four variables decreased signifi-
cantly when discordance was removed from the regression but not
when each of the other three variables (age, grade, and math level) was
removed, suggesting that the discordance variable explained variance
in success above and beyond the variance explained by the other three
variables. Church (1987) did a comparable analysis for conservation
(with age, number of spoken conservation rationales on the pretest,
number of correct judgments on the pretest, and discordance as the
four variables) and found similar results.
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have less capacity left over to simultaneously perform a second
task than a child who activates only a single hypothesis.

To test this prediction, Goldin-Meadow et al. (1993) first
identified children as concordant or discordant with respect to
mathematical equivalence on the basis of their explanations on
a pretest. They next compared the concordant and discordant
children's performance on two tasks: a math task (which con-
tained problems testing the child's understanding of mathemat-
ical equivalence) and a word-recall task. The children were
asked to solve each math problem while trying to remember a
list of words. Goldin-Meadow et al. (1993) predicted that the
discordant and concordant children would perform equally
poorly on the math test but that the discordant children—if, in
fact, they were activating two hypotheses on each math prob-
lem they solved—would expend more effort on the math task
overall than the concordant children (who were expected to
activate only one hypothesis on each problem). The discordant
children would therefore have less capacity left over for the
word-recall task than the concordant children and as a result
would not perform as well as the concordant children on this
task. This prediction was confirmed—the discordant and con-
cordant children produced the same number of correct solu-
tions on the math task (virtually none), yet the discordant chil-
dren did not recall the word lists as well as the concordant
children. The discordant children thus appeared to be working
harder to solve the math problems incorrectly than were the
concordant children.

These data suggest that the discordant children—the chil-
dren who are in a transitional state—are working under in-
creased cognitive demands. Thus, there may be a cost to being
in a state of transition, a cost that could contribute to the insta-
bility of the transitional state. If learners in transition are pro-
vided with appropriate input, they might be expected to pro-
gress not only to a more stable state (in which only one hypothe-
sis is activated per problem) but also to a more correct one. This
is, in fact, what we have found in our training studies with
respect to the acquisition of both conservation (Church & Gol-
din-Meadow, 1986) and mathematical equivalence (Alibali &
Goldin-Meadow, in press; Perry et al., 1988). However, if
learners in transition are not provided with appropriate environ-
mental input and if the transitional state is indeed an unstable
one, then the learners might be expected to regress to a more
stable but incorrect state at least as often as, if not more often
than, they progress to a stable correct state. Church (1990)
charted spontaneous progress in the acquisition of conserva-
tion in a group of children over a period of several months and
did, in fact, find that, without training, many of the children
moved from an unstable incorrect state (in which two hypothe-
ses were produced per problem) to one that was more stable (in
which one hypothesis was produced per problem) but that was
also incorrect (see also Alibali & Goldin-Meadow, in press).

In general, we take the Goldin-Meadow et al. (1993) findings
to support our view that a child in a transitional state with
respect to a concept not only expresses multiple hypotheses
when explaining that concept but also simultaneously activates
multiple hypotheses (demanding extra cognitive capacity) when
solving problems instantiating the concept. Simultaneous acti-
vation of multiple hypotheses therefore appears to be charac-
teristic of the transitional state, reflected both in the way chil-

dren communicate about problems and in the amount of effort
they expend in solving those problems. Thus, there is converg-
ing evidence from two distinct measures—discordance and ca-
pacity demand—supporting simultaneous activation of multi-
ple hypotheses as a defining characteristic of the transitional
state. Note that, in certain respects, the phenomenon of ges-
ture-speech mismatch is no different from previously de-
scribed phenomena wherein children give one response when
their knowledge is tapped through, for example, judgments in
the conservation task and give a different response when their
knowledge is tapped through explanations (e.g., Brainerd &
Brainerd, 1972; L. S. Siegel, 1978). However, there is one critical
difference. A child who produces a gesture-speech mismatch is
giving two different responses at the same moment; that is, the
responses are activated simultaneously on the same problem. It
is this simultaneity that we take to be the hallmark of the transi-
tional state.

Different Types of Learning and Different Types of
Transitional States

We have presented evidence suggesting that, at least for the
acquisition of certain concepts, children progress through a
transitional state in which they entertain multiple hypotheses
about the concept (reflected in their gesture-speech mis-
matches) prior to mastering that concept. However, one might
ask whether there must always be a period of transition in the
acquisition of a concept. The model of transition we have pro-
posed works well to characterize learning propelled forward by
replacement mechanisms. The transitional state in our model is
one in which a variety of substitutable procedures coexist, and
the path out of this transitional state involves either endorsing
one of these procedures and rejecting the others or introducing
a completely new procedure. However, there are undoubtedly
other concepts that are best described by an accumulation
mechanism, and for which our model of transition is less appro-
priate. In mastering these concepts, children might build on a
procedure acquired in an earlier period, experiencing little un-
certainty as they do so because the new procedure incorporates
the old one. For these concepts, there might be no period dur-
ing acquisition that is identifiable as a distinct transitional state
or, if a transitional state is identifiable, its characteristics might
differ from the type of transitional state that we have described.

Our model may also be less appropriate for transitions in
which knowledge becomes more efficiently processed but does
not change in correctness (comparable to the changes that oc-
cur when adults progress from an unpracticed state to a more
automatic and skilled state, e.g., Bryan & Harter, 1899; Logan,
1985; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Wilkinson (1982a, 1982b)
identified a group of children who appeared to have a correct
rule for solving a problem yet applied that rule inconsistently.
He considered this to be partial knowledge, in the sense that the
children's performance included both correct and incorrect re-
sponses, and characterized that knowledge in terms of an un-
derlying cognitive structure consisting of a collection of modu-
lar components that together make up a single, correct rule for
solving problems. Each component considered separately is ade-
quate for its role in the larger rule; however, the components are
not consistently integrated and applied. On some problems the
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child applies the rule correctly, and on others the child applies
the rule incorrectly, resulting in variable performance across a
single set of problems and across multiple problem solving as-
sessments. One might imagine that the transition out of such a
state would be quite different from the transition out of a state
in which the child entertains multiple hypotheses. To progress
out of a state in which the child has an unintegrated but basi-
cally correct rule, all the child need do is gain expertise in
applying that rule as a whole or in applying components of the
rule. The child need not entertain alternative rules to improve
performance because the rule itself is essentially correct.

Nevertheless, it is possible that the relationship between ges-
ture and speech can provide evidence for this type of transi-
tional state (where the child has an essentially correct procedure
that has yet to be integrated) as well as for the transitional state
we have described in this article (where the child entertains
multiple procedures, some correct and some incorrect). Chil-
dren who possess a correct procedure that is not yet integrated
might produce matching information in their simultaneously
gestured and spoken explanations of a problem, but the two
modalities might not be synchronized in terms of timing. For
example, in response to the problem, 6 + 7 + 4 = _+4, a child
might point to the 6 + 7 while saying, "What I did was. . ." and
then point to the solution while saying "added 6 + 7." Although
the substantive information contained in speech and gesture is
identical (and correct), the lack of synchronization between
what is said and what is gestured suggests that the procedure
may not yet be a smoothly functioning unit.

It is also possible that certain types of gesture-speech mis-
matches might provide evidence for an overarching rule with
components that are correct but not yet integrated into a whole.
For example, in our math studies (Alibali & Goldin-Meadow, in
press; Perry et al, 1988), the children at times produced expla-
nations containing one correct procedure in speech and a dif-
ferent correct procedure in gesture. We assume that, eventually,
the child will come to understand the relationships among the
various correct procedures and unite them all into one coherent
mathematical system. At this stage, however, the child appears
to have only the pieces of the system. Thus, gesture may pro-
vide insight into the structure of different types of transitional
knowledge, particularly those transitions in which two beliefs
are simultaneously activated.

Gesture-Speech Discordance and the Transitional
Knowledge State

We have suggested that the mismatch between gesture and
speech may be a more sensitive index of transitional knowledge
than indices that rely solely on patterns of correct and incorrect
solutions to problems. Such indices may overlook children who
fail to solve any problems correctly but who have more than one
reason for doing so and are nevertheless ready to benefit from
instruction (i.e., who have transitional knowledge). For exam-
ple, none of the children solved any of the math problems
correctly in Perry et al.'s (1988) study. Nevertheless, a subset of
these children—the subset who produced two hypotheses in
their explanations, one in speech and a different one in gesture
—were particularly likely to improve on the task after instruc-
tion. Moreover, unlike most other indices of transitional knowl-

edge, the mismatch between gesture and speech not only identi-
fies children who are in a transitional state but also provides
substantive information about which specific hypotheses chil-
dren are actually entertaining. Thus, the mismatch between
gesture and speech appears to be a robust, sensitive, and infor-
mative index of transitional knowledge.

We have furthermore suggested that gesture-speech mis-
match can serve as a good index of the transitional knowledge
state precisely because it is integral to the state itself. Indeed, we
suggest that gesture-speech mismatch is caused by the pro-
cesses that characterize transitional knowledge. Specifically, we
hypothesize that it is the simultaneous activation of multiple
hypotheses that characterizes the transitional knowledge state
and that creates gesture-speech mismatch. In the next section,
we explore in detail the processes that generate the mismatch
between gesture and speech.

The Mechanism of Gesture-Speech Mismatch

In our studies, a child is asked to solve a problem and then
explain that solution. The child describes a procedure for arriv-
ing at a solution and from this procedure we make inferences
about that child's understanding of the problem. For example,
we assume that a child who says he or she solved the math
problem, 4 + 5 + 3 = _ + 3, by "adding the 4, the 5, the 3, and
the 3" has a representation of the problem that includes all four
numbers, with no meaningful subgroupings within the num-
bers. In contrast, a child who says he or she solved the same
problem by "adding the 4, the 5, and the 3" is assumed to have a
representation of the problem that includes only those numbers
on the left side of the equal sign. Thus, the procedure the child
describes provides insight into the way in which that child repre-
sents the problem.

Note that by observing both gesture and speech, we have two
different access routes to the child's representation, one
through the procedure that the child articulates in speech and a
second through the procedure that the child describes in ges-
ture. In concordant children, the two access routes provide evi-
dence for the same representation because, by definition, con-
cordant children tend to produce in gesture the same proce-
dures that they produce in speech. In contrast, in discordant
children, the two access routes provide evidence for two differ-
ent representations, one representation accessed by gesture and
a second representation accessed by speech. Thus, discordant
children appear to be working with two different representa-
tions of the same problem.

Do Children Have Representations That Are Accessible to
Only One Modality?

The question we now address is whether all of a child's repre-
sentations are accessible to both modalities (i.e., reflected, at
some point in the child's set of responses, in gesture as well as in
speech) or whether some are accessible to only one modality
(i.e., reflected in gesture but not speech or in speech but not
gesture). It is important to recognize that the definition of dis-
cordance does not entail that children have representations that
can be accessed by one modality and not the other. Discor-
dance is determined on the basis of the number of gesture-
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speech mismatches a child produces. Note that a child can
produce mismatches by producing, on the first problem, one
procedure in gesture (e.g., adding all the numbers in the prob-
lem, or add-all) and a different procedure in speech (e.g., adding
the numbers on the left side of the equal sign, or add-to-equal)
and then, on the second problem, reversing the pattern (i.e.,
producing add-to-equal in gesture and add-all in speech). If a
child achieved a large number of gesture-speech mismatches in
this way, that child would not have any procedures that ap-
peared only in one modality. Such a child would be assumed to
have two different representations of the problem (one re-
flected in the add-all procedure and another reflected in the
add-to-equal procedure), with both representations accessible
to gesture and to speech.

In contrast, a child could produce a large number of gesture-
speech mismatches by producing one procedure in gesture on
all of his or her responses and a different procedure in speech
on those same responses; for example, the child might produce
add-all in gesture and add-to-equal in speech on all of his or her
responses. Such a child would also have two different represen-
tations of the problem, but each of those representations would
be accessible to only one modality.

To determine whether children have representations that are
accessible to one modality and not the other, we need to exam-
ine the entire set of responses that a child produces—what we
have called the child's repertoire of procedures—and to deter-
mine whether a particular procedure appears in one or both
modalities across that repertoire. To this end, we examined the
repertoire of responses produced before instruction by each of
the 58 children in Alibali and Goldin-Meadow's (in press)
study.4 For each set of six responses in a child's pretest, we
determined how many procedures were expressed in gesture
and never in speech, how many were expressed in speech and
never in gesture, and how many were expressed in both gesture
and speech (procedures did not have to be expressed in gesture
and speech on the same problem to be considered part of the
gesture + speech repertoire; the procedure had only to appear
sometime in gesture and sometime in speech). We found that
the children did indeed have procedures that they produced in
one modality and not the other and, in fact, they had slightly
more procedures of this type in their repertoires (1.56, SD =
1.30) than procedures produced in both modalities (1.31, SD =
0.54). Interestingly, the mean number of procedures found in
gesture but not speech (1.28, SD = 1.17) was larger than the
mean number found in speech but not gesture (0.28,
SD = 0.59).

These data suggest that the children in this study had a rela-
tively large number of representations in their repertoires that
were accessible only to one modality, primarily accessible only
to gesture. Note that if a representation is accessible only to one
modality, whenever a child attempts to articulate a procedure
based on that representation, the child will not be able to pro-
duce the same procedure in both gesture and in speech; that is,
the child will of necessity produce a gesture-speech mismatch.
Thus, we would expect that discordant children (who by defini-
tion produce a large number of gesture-speech mismatches)
would have more representations in their repertoires accessible
to only one modality, and therefore more procedures found in
only one modality, than concordant children (who produce rela-

tively few mismatches). This, in fact, is what we found. We
analyzed the Alibali and Goldin-Meadow (in press) data using
analysis of variance with repeated measures, with group (dis-
cordant vs. concordant) as the between-subjects factor and mo-
dality in which a procedure was produced (in gesture but not
speech, in speech but not gesture, or in both gesture and
speech) as the within-subjects factor, and found that the crucial
interaction between the two factors was indeed significant, F(2,
56) = 13.811, p < .001. Specifically, we found that the discor-
dant children produced significantly more procedures unique
to gesture than did the concordant children: The 35 discordant
children produced an average of 1.77 procedures (SD = 1.19) in
gesture but not speech compared with the 0.52 procedures
(SD = 0.59) produced by the 23 concordant children, F(\, 56) =
36.337, p < .001. Interestingly, the two groups of children did
not differ in the mean number of procedures produced in both
gesture and speech: 1.20 (SD = 0.53) for the discordant children
compared with 1.48 (SD = 0.51) for the concordant children,
F(\, 56) = 1.802, p > 0.10. Moreover, they did not differ in the
mean number of procedures produced in speech but not ges-
ture: 0.40 (SD = 0.70) for the discordant children compared
with 0.09 (SD = 0.29) for the concordant children, F(\, 56) =
2.28, p > 0.10, although the procedures found only in speech
accounted for a very small part of the repertoire for both
groups.

Note that if the number of procedures found in both gesture
and speech is the same for the discordant and concordant chil-
dren, and if the discordant children have more procedures
found only in gesture than the concordant children, then the
discordant children will have more procedures in their reper-
toires overall (3.37, SD = 1.24) than the concordant children
(2.09, SD = 0.85). This means, in effect, that the procedures in
a child's repertoire found in both gesture and speech (i.e., the
procedures that can, at least in principle, result in a match
between the gestural and spoken modalities) account for a
greater proportion of the total procedures in a child's repertoire
for the concordant children (1.48/2.09 = 0.71) than they do for
the discordant children (1.20/3.37 = 0.36). In other words, the
concordant children have proportionately more procedures
found in both gesture and speech than do the discordant chil-
dren, suggesting that the concordant children also have propor-
tionately more representations that are accessible to both mo-
dalities than do the discordant children.

These data thus provide hints as to how gesture-speech mis-
match might come about. We suggest that, when faced with a
problem, children sample a representation of how to solve the
problem and, on the basis of that representation, attempt to
describe a procedure for solution. If a child samples a represen-
tation that is accessible to both gesture and speech, our model
proposes that the child will express the same procedure in both
modalities, thus producing a gesture-speech match. If, how-
ever, the child samples a representation that is accessible to
gesture but not to speech, the child will be able to describe the

4 We excluded from these analyses 5 of the 63 children in the Alibali
and Goldin-Meadow (in press) study because they did not gesture at all
on the pretest. We return to the issue of nongesturers in a subsequent
section.
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procedure in gesture but will be unable to express the same
procedure in speech. In that case, the model proposes that the
child will then select another representation, one that is accessi-
ble to speech, and therefore will produce a gesture-speech mis-
match. Thus, this model assumes that when a representation
that is accessible to both gesture and speech is the first represen-
tation sampled, both gesture and speech will be activated. In
this sense, the model is consistent with McNeill's (1992) de-
scription of gesture and speech as an integrated system.

If this model is correct, the probability of producing a ges-
ture-speech match on any given problem ought to be equal to
the probability that a representation that is accessible to both
gesture and speech will be sampled. Our next step is to evaluate
this model with respect to the data. Using the pretests for each
of the 58 children in the Alibali and Goldin-Meadow (in press)
study, we calculated the number of gesture-speech matches
each child would be expected to produce assuming this model.
We took the number of different procedures that a child pro-
duced both in gesture and in speech as an estimate of the num-
ber of representations accessible to both modalities for that
child. Next, we took the total number of different procedures
that a child produced in either gesture or speech as an estimate
of the total number of representations for that child. We then
calculated the child's probability of producing a gesture-
speech match by dividing the number of different procedures
found in both gesture and speech by the total number of differ-
ent procedures the child produced in either gesture or speech.
For example, if a child produced two procedures in both ges-
ture and speech and a third procedure in gesture alone, the
probability that this child would produce a gesture-speech
match would be found by dividing 2 (the number of different
procedures in both gesture and speech) by 3 (the total number
of different procedures), yielding .67. Thus, .67 of the six re-
sponses this child gave (i.e., four) would be expected to be ges-
ture-speech matches and, because this represents over 50% of
the child's responses, the child would be predicted to be con-
cordant.

Calculating the number of gesture-speech matches each
child was expected to produce in this fashion, we found that 20
of the 58 children were expected to be concordant and 38 were
expected to be discordant—a distribution quite close to, and
indeed not significantly different from, the 23 concordant and
35 discordant children actually observed, x2(l) = 0.687, p >
.40.5 The model therefore predicted the observed distribution
of concordant and discordant children quite well. Moreover,
the model accurately predicted the precise number of matches
the children produced. The children varied from 0 to 6 in the
number of matches they were observed to produce, and the
model predicted a distribution of matches that was not signifi-
cantly different from this observed distribution (D = 0.103, p >
.20, Kolmogorov-Smirnov One-Sample Test, S. Siegel, 1956).
Thus, this model appears to fit the data quite well.

The model we have proposed assumes that the child samples
representations that are then encoded into either gesture or
speech, or both. According to the model, a child has a single set
of representations, some of which are accessible to both gesture
and speech and some of which are accessible only to gesture or
only to speech. Furthermore, the model assumes that when a
representation that is accessible to both gesture and speech is

the first representation sampled, both gesture and speech will
be activated. In this sense, gesture and speech can be said to
form an integrated system. An alternative hypothesis would
propose that the child has two distinct sets of representations,
one set accessible to gesture and a second set accessible to
speech. When asked to explain a problem, this alternative
model predicts that a child samples a representation accessible
to gesture and independently samples a representation accessi-
ble to speech. According to this model, if a child is to produce a
gesture-speech match, that child will do so by randomly sam-
pling a representation from the pool of representations accessi-
ble to gesture and, by chance, randomly sampling that same
representation from the pool accessible to speech. It would, of
course, strengthen our argument considerably if we could show
that this alternative model, which assumes independence be-
tween gesture and speech, does not predict the data as well as
our model, which assumes an integrated system between ges-
ture and speech. We therefore evaluated this alternative model
with respect to the data.

Using the same data from the Alibali and Goldin-Meadow
(in press) study, we recalculated the number of gesture-speech
matches a child would be expected to produce if it is assumed
that the child samples representations accessible to gesture in-
dependent of sampling representations accessible to speech. We
took the number of different procedures that a child produced
in gesture as an estimate of the number of representations acces-
sible to gesture for that child, and we did the same for speech.
We then calculated the child's probability of producing a ges-
ture-speech match as follows. Consider again the child who
produces two procedures in gesture and in speech and a third
procedure in gesture alone. If add-all and add-to-equal are the
two procedures in the child's gesture + speech repertoire, the
probability that this child will produce a gesture-speech match
is equal to the probability of producing add-all in both gesture
and speech, plus the probability of producing add-to-equal in
both gesture and speech. The probability that the child will
produce the add-all procedure in both modalities is deter-
mined by multiplying the probability of producing add-all in
gesture (1 out of 3, the total number of procedures found in
gesture) times the probability of producing add-all in speech (1
out of 2, the total number of procedures found in speech), yield-
ing .17. The probability of producing the add-to-equal proce-
dure in both gesture and speech is also .17, making the total

5 As described earlier, we determined a child's repertoire of proce-
dures on the basis of the responses that child gave to the six pretest
problems. Note that if a child had three procedures in his or her reper-
toire found only in gesture, that child would produce, at a minimum,
three gesture-speech mismatches regardless of the sampling process.
To determine whether the number of procedures found only in one
modality can, by itself, predict the distribution of concordant and
discordant children, we calculated the number of gesture-speech mis-
matches in the Alibali and Goldin-Meadow (in press) data that would
be expected on this basis. We found however that, under this hypothe-
sis, 49 of the 58 children would be expected to be concordant and 9
would be expected to be discordant—a distribution significantly dif-
ferent from the 23 concordant and 35 discordant children actually
observed, x2(l) = 88.907, p < .001. Thus, this model does not ade-
quately describe the data.
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probability of producing the same procedure in gesture and in
speech .34. Thus, .34 of the six responses this child gives (i.e.,
two) would be expected to be gesture-speech matches, and the
remaining four responses would be expected to be mismatches;
the child would therefore be expected to be discordant.

Calculating the number of gesture-speech matches each
child was expected to produce in this fashion, we found that the
alternative model predicted that 10 of the 58 children would be
concordant and that 48 would be discordant—a distribution
significantly different from the 23 concordant and 35 discor-
dant children actually observed, x2(l) = 20.421, p < .001. More-
over, unlike our initial model, this alternative model did not
accurately predict the number of matches that the children
were observed to produce (D = 0.328, p < .01, Kolmogorov-
Smirnov One-Sample Test). Thus, the alternative model does
not describe the data as well as the initial model, suggesting
that representations accessible to gesture are not sampled inde-
pendent of representations accessible to speech. The data there-
fore lend credence to the initial model we proposed—a model
based on the premise that gesture and speech form one inte-
grated system rather than two independent systems.

Moreover, the initial model we proposed also accounts very
well for the observed variability in the production of gesture-
speech mismatches; that is, it can explain why discordant chil-
dren produce gesture-speech mismatches on some but not all
of their explanations. The notion of sampling from a repertoire
is not new to theories of learning. In fact, many models of
learning (e.g., Brainerd, 1979; Wilkinson & Haines, 1987) call
on the notion of sampling from a repertoire of both correct and
incorrect rules to account for variability in performance over a
set of problems. What differentiates our model from these
other sampling models is that our model involves sampling rep-
resentations, which are then encoded into gesture or speech; if a
particular representation cannot be encoded into both gesture
and speech, a second representation is sampled. Consequently,
in our model, more than one representation can be sampled on
the same problem, resulting in the possibility that more than
one procedure will appear in a single response.

Taken in conjunction with our training studies, the analyses
we have described thus far suggest that a child who is on the
verge of learning a concept is likely to have a relatively large
number of representations of that concept that are accessible to
gesture and not to speech. Thus, we propose the following de-
scription of the steps a learner follows in acquiring a concept.
The learner begins the acquisition process with incorrect repre-
sentations of the concept, most of which are accessible to both
the gestural and spoken modalities. The learner then acquires
correct representations that are accessible only to gesture and
not to speech. It is at this moment that the learner is in the
transitional state with respect to this concept and is most open
to instruction in that concept. Finally, the learner develops a
verbal code for the correct representations that were once acces-
sible only to gesture, thus returning once again to a state in
which most of his or her representations are accessible to both
gesture and speech (this time, however, the representations are
correct).

One obvious implication of this view of the learning process
is that when a learner spontaneously acquires correct represen-
tations, procedures based on those representations are likely to

be found in the learner's gestural repertoire. Indeed, we found
that, before instruction, 34 of the 58 children in the Alibali and
Goldin-Meadow (in press) study produced some correct proce-
dures and all of those procedures were found in gesture (26
produced correct procedures found only in gesture and 8 pro-
duced correct procedures found in both gesture and speech).
None of the children produced correct procedures that were
found only in speech. Thus, as expected, the correct procedures
that the children produced all appeared in the gestural reper-
toire, and correct procedures appeared in the spoken repertoire
only when they also appeared in the gestural repertoire.

Does the Child's Gestural Repertoire Reflect Implicit
Knowledge?

The data we have described suggest that for children who are
in a transitional state, gesture has access to a larger and more
advanced pool of representations than speech. In other words,
children in a transitional state have an implicit understanding
of a larger and more correct set of representations than they can
explicitly articulate in speech. If the knowledge accessible to
gesture is indeed implicit knowledge, one might be able to tap
that knowledge with techniques traditionally used to tap im-
plicit knowledge, for example, a recognition technique (cf.
Broadbent, 1991). A child who has a representation that is acces-
sible to gesture but not to speech will not be able to produce a
procedure based on that representation in speech; however,
such a child might still be able to recognize a solution generated
by that procedure as an acceptable solution to the problem.

To test this possibility, in collaboration with Philip Garber
(Garber, Alibali, & Goldin-Meadow, 1992), we gave children
the six math problems used in the Perry et al. (1988) and Alibali
and Goldin-Meadow (in press) studies and determined, on the
basis of their explanations of how they solved those problems,
which procedures the children possessed in their spoken and
gestural repertoires. We focused on those children who solved
all six problems incorrectly and gave each child a judgment task
in which the child was asked whether a solution generated by a
particular procedure was an acceptable solution to a given math
problem. The children were told that more than one solution
might be possible. We used the six procedures most commonly
found in children's explanations of math problems of this type
(cf. Perry et al., 1988) and presented each child with six different
solutions, each generated by a different procedure. For exam-
ple, for the problem, 4 + 3 + 5 = _ + 5, on one trial, the child
was asked whether 17 was an acceptable response to the prob-
lem (17 reflects a procedure in which all of the numbers in the
problem are added to produce a solution); on another trial, the
child was asked whether 12 was an acceptable response (12 re-
flects a procedure in which the numbers to the left of the equal
sign are added to produce a solution). Each child saw 6 different
math problems and was asked to judge the acceptability of six
solutions for each problem, resulting in 36 problems presented
in blocks of 6 (i.e., the six solutions for a given problem were
presented in a block but were randomly presented within that
block). For each problem, the child was asked if the solution
was "definitely" an acceptable response to the problem,
"maybe" an acceptable response, "maybe not" an acceptable
response, or "definitely not" an acceptable response.
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Looking first at the children's repertoires of procedures as
determined by their pretest explanations, we found that 19 of
the 20 children in the sample produced at least one procedure
in both gesture and speech.6 Indeed, for 8 of those 19 children,
all of the procedures produced were found in both gesture and
speech. For the remaining 11 children, in addition to having
procedures found in both gesture and speech, at least one of
their procedures was found in only one modality (7 had some
procedures found only in gesture, 2 had some procedures found
only in speech, and 2 had some procedures found only in ges-
ture and others found only in speech).

To determine whether the modality in which a procedure
appeared on the pretest was related to the likelihood that the
procedure would be considered an acceptable response on the
judgment task, we calculated for each child the mean accep-
tance score for each of the six procedures. If the solution gener-
ated by a procedure was judged to be definitely acceptable, the
procedure was assigned a score of 4; if the solution was judged
maybe acceptable, the procedure was assigned a score of 3; if
the solution was judged maybe not acceptable, the procedure
was assigned a score of 2; and if the solution was judged defi-
nitely not acceptable, the procedure was assigned a score of 1.
We then calculated for each child the average acceptance score
for groups of procedures: procedures that had not appeared
anywhere in a child's pretest explanations, procedures that had
appeared in both gesture and speech on the pretest, and (in
those children who had them) procedures that had appeared
only in gesture on the pretest.

We found that procedures produced in both gesture and
speech were accepted more frequently than procedures found
in neither gesture nor speech. Focusing on the 8 children who
produced all of their procedures in both gesture and speech, we
found that the mean acceptance score for the procedures that
these children produced on the pretest was 2.79 (SD =
0.90)—significantly higher than the acceptance score for the
procedures that the children had not produced on the pretest
(1.69, SD = 0.41), t(l) = 2.44, p < .05. This result is unsurprising
but suggests, at the least, that the acceptance score has some
validity as a measure of the child's knowledge.

We next turned to the question of interest: whether solutions
generated by procedures that were found only in gesture on the
pretest would be recognized as acceptable responses on the
judgment task. To explore this question, we turned to the 9
children who produced some procedures on the pretest that
were found only in gesture. We found, in fact, that the children
had significantly different acceptance scores for procedures
that they had not produced in either gesture or speech on the
pretest versus those that they had produced in gesture only
versus those that they had produced in both gesture and
speech, F(2,16) = 21.440, p < .001. In particular, the 9 children
were significantly more likely to accept a procedure that they
had produced in gesture only on their pretest (2.01, SD = 0.88)
than they were to accept a procedure that they had not pro-
duced in either gesture or speech (1.41, SD = 0.46), F(l, 16) =
5.440, p < .05. In addition, the children were significantly less
likely to accept a procedure that they produced in gesture only
(2.01, SD = 0.88) than they were to accept a procedure that they
produced in both gesture and speech (3.09, SD = 0.69); F(\,
16) = 17.080, p < .005. In other words, the solutions generated

by procedures produced in gesture only were accepted at a level
in between procedures produced in neither gesture nor speech
and procedures produced in both gesture and speech. These
data suggest that having a procedure in one's gestural repertoire
does indeed reflect an implicit awareness of that procedure—
an awareness that can be tapped by a recognition task.7

Thus, the knowledge that appears to be accessible to gesture
but not to speech is implicit in the sense that it can be tapped by
a recognition technique. Implicit knowledge is often equated
with knowing how to perform a task without knowing how to
articulate that knowledge (cf. Broadbent, 1991). It is important
to note, however, that the knowledge that is accessible to ges-
ture and not to speech differs from knowledge that is tradition-
ally considered implicit in that children can often demonstrate
an awareness of a correct procedure in gesture before they can
perform correctly on the task. In the Goldin-Meadow et al.
(1993) study, all of the discordant children produced some
correct explanations and all but one produced those explana-
tions in gesture but not speech. However, the children did not
produce correct solutions on the task. Thus, the children solved
the task incorrectly (producing an incorrect verbal explanation
reflecting that solution) but, at the same time, produced a
correct gestural explanation, suggesting that gesture taps a level
of knowledge that has not yet been integrated into task perfor-
mance.

Note that although the procedures reflected only in gesture
do not appear to control the actual solution that the child pro-
duces, the procedures reflected in gesture do appear to put
demands on working memory (Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum,
Garber, & Church, 1993). In addition, the procedures found in
gesture also appear to set the agenda for future development.
For example, in their training study of conservation, Church
and Goldin-Meadow (1986) found that a majority of the chil-
dren who produced a conservation explanation in speech for
the first time on the posttest had produced that same explana-
tion in gesture on the pretest. Thus, what the children said with
their hands before training appeared to be what they were most
likely to learn during training, suggesting that, although the
knowledge expressed in gesture may be implicit, it still has an
effect on behavior.

Representation of Information in Gesture and Speech

We have found that, at a certain point in the learning process,
the set of representations in a child's repertoire that is accessible
to gesture is not identical with the set of representations that is

6 We eliminated 3 children from the sample because they produced
no gestures at all (see later for a discussion of nongesturers) and 2
children because they did not appear to understand the judgment task
(they judged all of the solutions to be unacceptable).

7 Note that these data also suggest that if children produced a proce-
dure in both gesture and speech, they were more likely to recognize
that procedure than if they produced the procedure only in one modal-
ity. The small number of children who produced procedures only in
speech prevented us from exploring whether this pattern was true even
if the modality was speech, that is, whether children were more likely
to recognize a procedure found in both their gestural and spoken re-
pertoires than a procedure found only in their spoken repertoire.
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accessible to speech. For such a child, gesture does not encode
precisely the same information as speech. Why should there be
such a disparity between the two modalities?

McNeill (1992) argued that gesture and speech are two
aspects of a single process. The two sides are correlated in
meaning but do not always reveal the same meaning. According
to McNeill, gesture reflects a global-synthetic image. It is idio-
syncratic and is constructed at the moment of speaking—it
does not belong to a conventional code. In contrast, speech
reflects a linear-segmented, hierarchical linguistic structure,
using a grammatical pattern that embodies the language's stan-
dards of form and drawing on an agreed-on lexicon of words.8

A particular syntactic frame may offer no convenient slot for
information that is contained in a speaker's image of an event;
such information may therefore be left to gesture. For example,
consider a speaker whose image of relocating a book includes
not only the notion of transfer but also the relative locations of
the book before and after the move. Note that if the speaker
describes this event with the phrase "place the book on the
table," he or she would adequately capture in words the notion
of transfer but would not include information about where the
book initially came from. Indeed, the verb place docs not easily
allow incorporation of the source (i.e., it is awkward, if not un-
grammatical, to say "place the book on the table from the
shelf"). However, even though this particular syntactic con-
struction does not easily allow the source to be specified, infor-
mation about the source could quite easily be incorporated into
gesture. For example, if a gesture moving from a spot above the
head down toward the waist were to accompany the phrase, one
might infer that the book had been moved from a relatively high
spot (perhaps a shelf) to a lower spot (the table). Thus, for a
given verbal construction, certain types of information may be
more easily encoded in gesture than in the speech itself, and
vice versa.

The notion that certain information is not easily described in
words is not new. Huttenlocher (1973, 1976) argued convinc-
ingly that it is not useful, or even possible, to represent all
aspects of human experience in natural language. For example,
a map can represent the shape of the east coast of the United
States accurately and to scale. Not only would a verbal descrip-
tion of this coastline take many pages, but it is not obvious that
it could, in principle, provide all the information that the map
does. Thus, Huttenlocher argued that there must be representa-
tional systems that do not involve words that humans use to
encode information. Similarly, Anderson (1983) and Johnson-
Laird (1983) each proposed a variety of representational sys-
tems (including minor ones that involve imagery) as options for
encoding information. Following McNeill (1992), we suggest
that gesture is a vehicle for one of these options. Gesture offers
children (and adults, for that matter) a vehicle for expressing
their understanding of a problem that is distinctly different
from speech.

Moreover, our data suggest that, for certain problems and at
certain times in the learning process, this vehicle may be better
suited to capturing a child's understanding of a problem than is
speech. In other words, even though a child's grasp of a problem
might, in principle, be encodable into words, the child may be
incapable of verbally expressing an understanding of the prob-
lem at a moment when the child is capable of expressing that

understanding in gesture. Why might this be so? The two do-
mains that we have extensively explored, conservation and
mathematical equivalence, both involve some spatial reason-
ing. Indeed, Hadamard (1945) argued that mathematical think-
ing, particularly innovative mathematical thinking, is not con-
ducted in words but rather in spatial images—images that
might be more easily translated into the global-synthetic repre-
sentation characteristic of gesture than into the linear-seg-
mented representation characteristic of speech (cf. McNeill,
1992). It is, in fact, quite clear that children have a rich array of
quantitative abilities prior to developing conventional verbal
methods of operating on quantities (e.g., Levine, Jordan, & Hut-
tenlocher, 1992), and it is possible that those abilities could be
better expressed in a modality that more closely maps the phe-
nomenon.

With respect to the two concepts we have studied extensively,
gesture may indeed provide a more accessible code for the
knowledge a child possesses than does speech. For example, at a
certain point in the acquisition of conservation, children may
recognize that the tall, skinny beaker in the task differs from
the short, wide beaker on two dimensions, height and width. It
may be easier to encode those two dimensions in gesture than
to explicitly label and articulate the relationship between the
two dimensions in speech (e.g., children can, and do, indicate
the height of the beakers with two flat palms, each placed at the
water level of one of the beakers, and they indicate the width of
the beakers with two curved hands, one mirroring the width of
the skinny beaker and one mirroring the width of the wide
beaker). Similarly, with respect to the acquisition of mathemati-
cal equivalence, it may be easier to convey that the two sides of
the equation have equal status in gesture (by sweeping a flat
palm under the left half of the equation and then making pre-
cisely the same movement under the right half of the equation)
than in speech.

In general, an image may be more easily encoded in gesture
than in speech precisely because gesture allows one to repre-
sent the image as a whole, without breaking it into parts. In-
deed, children's failure to encode a notion in speech may indi-
cate that they have not yet decomposed their holistic under-
standing of a concept into parts; until they do so, although they
may have an image of how the parts fit together (an image that
gesture is adept at conveying), they may not yet have an under-
standing of the individual parts and the relationships among
them. In this view, the translation of an image into speech is a

8 Note that McNeill's (1992) characterization does not imply that the
manual modality cannot, under other circumstances, assume a lan-
guagelike structure akin to speech. Indeed, conventional sign lan-
guages of the deaf such as American Sign Language are structured in
the same linguistic ways as speech (e.g., Klima & Bellugi, 1979) and, in
fact, are quite distinct from the gestures that accompany the speech of
hearing individuals (McNeill, 1992). Moreover, when gestures are used
as the sole means of communication (i.e., without speech) by deaf chil-
dren who know no conventional sign language (Goldin-Meadow &
Mylander, 1983,1984,1990) or by hearing individuals in an experimen-
tal situation (Singleton, Goldin-Meadow, & McNeill, in press), these
gestures take on aspects of languagelike structure and thus no longer
resemble the spontaneous gestures that accompany speech (see Gol-
din-Meadow, 1993, for further discussion).
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matter not merely of learning the appropriate verbal labels but
rather of analyzing and resynthesizing the notion itself. This
translation process is akin to the notion of redescription pro-
posed by Karmiloff-Smith (1986) to account for progression
from a state in which knowledge is implicitly grasped to one in
which it is grasped consciously and explicitly.

Note that, although we have found that correct explanations
are produced in gesture before speech in children acquiring
both conservation and mathematical equivalence, our results
leave open the possibility that speech could anticipate gesture
in other (perhaps less spatial) domains. For example, Goodman
et al. (1991) found that gesture and speech do not always match
in children's and adult's responses to Kohlberg's moral reason-
ing tasks (Colby, Kohlberg, Gibbs, & Lieberman, 1983). It is
certainly possible that, because moral reasoning is more cul-
turally and socially bound than mathematical reasoning, talk
might be essential to acquiring the concept. In this case, we
might not expect gesture to have privileged access to initial
insights into the domain, and advances in reasoning might well
appear first in speech rather than gesture.

The Function of Gesture-Speech
Mismatch in Transition

We have shown that gesture-speech mismatch in a child's
explanations of a concept reflects the fact that the child is in a
transitional state with respect to that concept. Thus, the mis-
match between gesture and speech can serve as an index that
experimenters may use to identify and characterize children in
transition. One might also ask whether gesture-speech mis-
match has significance, not only for the experimenter but also
for learners themselves. In other words, what role (if any) does
gesture-speech mismatch play in the mechanism of cognitive
change?

Does Gesture-Speech Mismatch Facilitate Transition?

Some investigators (see Karmiloff-Smith, 1985) have sug-
gested that externalizing beliefs in two modalities, for example,
gesture as well as speech, may help the child pull back and
simultaneously evaluate those beliefs, resulting in reorganiza-
tion of the beliefs into a single system. For example, if a child
recognizes (either explicitly or implicitly) that the information
contained in gesture conflicts with the information in the ac-
companying speech, or that the notions conveyed in gesture
and speech could be consolidated to create a more efficient
system of representation, that child may be compelled to reor-
ganize his or her thinking. In this way, gesture-speech mis-
match may serve as both a signal of uncertainty and a vehicle
for its resolution. In a similar vein, McNeill (1992) argued that
the act of gesturing itself can affect thought. According to
McNeill, some dimensions of thought are presented in gesture
and others are presented in linguistic form. There is a synthesis
at the moment of speaking when language and gesture are com-
bined into one unified presentation of meaning. This is an act
of communication, but it is also an act of thought in which
speakers themselves are affected.

If, in fact, gesture plays a role in shaping thought at the mo-
ment of speaking, the act of producing a gesture-speech mis-

match might itself play a role in cognitive change. On the other
hand, it seems naive to argue that one must gesture to learn.
Indeed, in screening the subjects for their study, Alibali and
Goldin-Meadow (in press) found that many of the children
tested did not gesture during either the pretest or the training
session. Nevertheless, some of these nongesturers did acquire
the concept after training. These data lead us to ask how neces-
sary gesture-speech mismatch is to the learning process.

This is a difficult question to answer primarily because a
child who fails to gesture will obviously not produce gesture-
speech mismatches. What we need is a technique that identifies
children who would produce mismatches if they were to ges-
ture. One possibility is to construct a situation that encourages
gesture. Another possibility is to bypass gesture altogether and
find a measure that identifies potential mismatchers without
relying on gesture. Recall that Goldin-Meadow et al. (1993)
showed that children who frequently produce gesture-speech
mismatches in their explanations of a concept (thereby display-
ing two procedures in their explanations) are precisely the chil-
dren who show an effect of cognitive load when solving prob-
lems instantiating the concept; that is, they expend a consider-
able amount of effort solving just those problems on which they
had previously produced mismatched explanations, leading us
to infer that they activate two procedures on these problems
when they solve them as well as when they explain them. Thus,
the cognitive-load technique could be used to identify children
who activate two procedures per problem, and it is these chil-
dren whom we would expect to produce mismatches if they
were to gesture.

Using the cognitive load technique, we can first determine
whether any nongesturers display an effect of cognitive load
(i.e., expend a considerable amount of effort when solving the
relevant problems). If so, we then assume that these children
activate two procedures when solving problems of this type and
thus, in this sense, are in a transitional state. If gesture-speech
mismatch is itself necessary for a child to benefit from instruc-
tion, we would expect these nongesturing children to make
little progress after instruction—a result that we think is un-
likely. In contrast, if gesture-speech mismatch is not necessary
for a child to benefit from instruction, we would expect these
children, despite their lack of gesture and gesture-speech mis-
match, to make a significant amount of progress after instruc-
tion. In fact, we expect that instruction will have some impact
on these children but perhaps less impact than on children who
demonstrate an effect of cognitive load and produce gesture-
speech mismatches as well. Thus, this technique would allow us
to determine whether the act of producing mismatch itself facil-
itates cognitive change.

Even if it turns out that gesture-speech mismatch has little
role to play in facilitating cognitive change by affecting the
learner directly, it is still possible that mismatch can play an
indirect role in cognitive change by exerting an influence on
the learning environment. More specifically, the match or mis-
match between gesture and speech may serve as a signal to
others that the child is in a transitional state and may encourage
the child's communication partner to adjust his or her interac-
tions with the child accordingly. In a sense, gesture-speech mis-
match, if appropriately interpreted, can signal to the communi-
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cation partner the area in which the child is currently develop-
ing—the zone of proximal development.

Gesture-Speech Mismatch as a Window Into the Zone of
Proximal Development

Brown and Ferrara (1985) described two important educa-
tional implications of Vygotsky's (1978) notion of the zone of
proximal development. The first is diagnostic and focuses on
the potential application of the notion to the design of dynamic
measures of learning potential (i.e., to consider a child's ability
to make use of instruction as one measure of intelligence). The
second educational implication focuses on the importance of
aiming instruction at the upper bound of a child's zone of prox-
imal development. However, if the zone of proximal develop-
ment is denned in terms of the child's ability to make use of
input from a partner, one is, in effect, recommending that in-
put be directed toward a child who is capable of receiving it—a
recommendation that is of limited use unless the partner has
some independent way of determining when the child is capa-
ble of receiving input and what input would be best for that
child to receive. Indeed, this has been the frustration re-
searchers have had with the notion of the zone of proximal
development—it is circular unless there is a way of assessing a
child's zone of proximal development that is independent of
that child's success on the task. We propose that gesture-speech
mismatch may, in fact, provide one way of independently as-
sessing the child's zone of proximal development.

We have shown that gesture-speech mismatch identifies
children in a transitional state. By this we mean that such chil-
dren are ready to learn the particular concept on which they
display mismatch. Of course, whether children actually learn
the concept depends on many factors, not the least of which is
the type of input they encounter. If, by using gesture-speech
mismatch, children alert their communication partners to the
areas in which they are developing, those partners may be able
to provide input tailored to the children's needs. The first step
in making this argument is to show that adults, not trained in
observing gesture, can detect and interpret gesture-speech
mismatch.

Goldin-Meadow, Wein, and Chang (1992) investigated
whether adults who had not been trained to observe and code
gesture could detect and interpret gesture in relation to the
speech it accompanies and could use that information in ap-
praising a child's knowledge. In particular, they asked whether
untrained observers (elementary school teachers, whose profes-
sion necessitates that they become expert in interpreting the
cues children transmit about their knowledge, and college stu-
dents who had no experience teaching young children) could
detect the match or mismatch between gesture and speech in a
child's explanations of Piagetian conservation tasks and, if so,
whether specific information about the child's knowledge of
conservation could be gleaned from these gesture-speech
matches and mismatches. These investigators found that the
adults displayed more uncertainty in their appraisals of chil-
dren who produced gesture-speech mismatches than in their
appraisals of children who produced gesture-speech matches.
Moreover, the untrained observers often incorporated the in-
formation conveyed in the children's gestures into their own

spoken appraisals of the children's reasoning. These data sug-
gest that, even without training, adults form impressions of a
child's knowledge—and therefore derive some idea of the kind
of input the child needs next—based not only on what children
say with their mouths but also on what they say with their
hands.

It is worth noting that the adults in the Goldin-Meadow et al.
(1992) study were not necessarily aware of the fact that they
were noticing—and interpreting—the children's gestures. Few
adults mentioned the children's gestures when assessing the
children's knowledge. However, it may not be necessary for
adults to be explicitly aware of a child's gestures for them to
change their input to the child on the basis of those gestures.
For example, one of the children whose knowledge of number
conservation was assessed by the adult subjects in the Goldin-
Meadow et al. study indicated, in speech, that the rows had
different numbers of checkers after one had been spread out
"because you moved em" but, in gesture, indicated that the
checkers in one row could be matched in a one-to-one fashion
with the checkers in the other row (he pointed to a checker in
one row and then to the corresponding checker in the other row
and repeated this gesture with another pair of checkers). In her
verbal assessment of this child's knowledge, one adult attrib-
uted to the child reasoning based on one-to-one correspon-
dence (which appeared only in the child's gesture) as well as
reasoning based on the fact that the checkers had been moved
(which appeared in the child's speech). If this adult were to
interact with this child, the adult might be expected to act as
though the child understood one-to-one correspondence, as
indeed, at some level, the child had. Being treated as though he
understood one-to-one correspondence might be sufficient to
force the child to realize that one-to-one correspondence was
one of the hypotheses he activated on the conservation task and
to encourage the child to integrate this hypothesis with his
other, more explicitly stated, views of the concept.

Further evidence that untrained adults can detect and inter-
pret gesture-speech mismatch comes from a study conducted
by McNeill, in collaboration with Cassell, McCullough, and
Tuite (McNeill, 1992). The experimenters presented a video-
taped narration of a cartoon story to adult subjects and asked
them to retell the story to a listener. The subjects did not see the
cartoon itself, and they retold the story only from this video-
taped narrative. Unknown to the subject, the videotaped narra-
tion was staged and included a number of mismatching ges-
ture-speech combinations. For example, one mismatch in-
volved a verb, comes out, that does not convey any special
manner of motion; along with this verb, the accompanying ges-
ture showed a manner, that is, bouncing up and down. If sub-
jects notice and interpret the gesture in the stimulus videotape,
they might be expected to alter their own narrations, adjusting
them to consolidate the information conveyed in gesture and
speech. This is, in fact, what the experimenters found. In re-
sponse to the above mismatch, subjects tended to incorporate
the manner information conveyed only in gesture in the stimu-
lus into speech in their own renditions; for instance, 1 subject
said "goes downstairs" to describe this scene, although no stairs
had been mentioned in the stimulus at all. Thus, the up-and-
down movement originally seen in gesture resurfaced in the
retelling as a verbal lexical choice.
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In general, McNeill (1992) argued that for speakers, gesture
and speech are aspects of a single process. Each modality con-
tributes its own unique level of representation, and the total
representation is a synthesis of the imagistic and linear-seg-
mented modes. On the basis of the mismatch experiment, he
argued that this same synthesis occurs in listeners. When a
listener understands someone, that listener also forms a single
unified combination of imagery and speech. The imagery is an
integral part of the comprehension. If the speaker provides ges-
tures, they are taken in by the listener—not necessarily
consciously—and combined with the verbal stream to recover
the speaker's intended meaning. This line of reasoning suggests
that listeners cannot avoid noticing and interpreting the ges-
tures that accompany a speaker's words. Indeed, in a study
where adults viewed a videotape in which spoken and gestural
forms of reference were independently manipulated, Thomp-
son and Massaro (1986) found that the adults used both ges-
tural and spoken information to make their decisions about the
referent. Moreover, gesture influenced the adults' judgments to
a greater extent when the speech information was ambiguous.
In this regard, it is important to note that children's speech has
been found to be particularly vague and ambiguous when they
are on the verge of making a transition (Graham & Perry, in
press; Siegler & Jenkins, 1989). Thus, it is quite likely that adults
do notice, and process, the gestures children produce, particu-
larly at the time of transition.

The data from the Goldin-Meadow et al. (1992) study suggest
that adults are capable of using information they extract from a
child's gestures to influence their assessment of the child's con-
ceptual knowledge. The study did not address the issue of
whether adults actually use the information found in gesture to
modify the way in which they interact with those children.
However, in a study of four mothers' responses to the object-re-
lated gestures produced by their first-born infants, Masur
(1982) found that the mothers responded to their children's
pointing gestures, providing labels for the indicated objects.
These observations suggest that adults do make use of chil-
dren's gestures in determining what their input to a child will
be, at least in this relatively straightforward setting.

In our own work, we are attempting to address the question
under somewhat more complex communicative conditions. We
have begun by asking adults (who were not trained in coding of
gesture) to instruct children on an individual basis in conserva-
tion. We have then observed the various teaching procedures
adopted by these adults and have examined the relationship
between these procedures and the gesture-speech discordance
status of the individual child. We have found that adults offered
different types of instruction to children whose gestures
matched their speech than to children whose gestures did not
match their speech (Church, Momeni, Williams, Garber, &
Goldin-Meadow, 1992). Moreover, the instruction that the
adults offered to children with gesture-speech mismatches
stressed the principles underlying conservation—precisely the
type of instruction that has been found to facilitate learning in
discordant children (Perry, Church, & Goldin-Meadow, 1992).
These observations suggest that in a relatively naturalistic set-
ting, adults not only interpret the information conveyed in a
child's gestures but also use that information in deciding how

best to instruct the child (i.e., how to optimize their behavior
within that child's zone of proximal development).

In summary, we suggest that gesture-speech mismatch, in
addition to reflecting a learner's transitional status, may itself
play a role in cognitive change. Gesture-speech mismatch may
lead to the resolution of multiple hypotheses by its direct effect
on the child learner (a hypothesis we will investigate in our
future work, as we have described). Even if it does not have a
direct effect, however, gesture-speech mismatch may have an
indirect effect by shaping the child's learning environment.
The match or mismatch between gesture and speech may serve
as a signal alerting children's communication partners (includ-
ing teachers, parents, more advanced peers, etc.) to calibrate
input to children in such a way that they receive the most useful
information for their own conceptual reorganization. Thus,
children may play a role in shaping their own learning environ-
ments by providing signals to their teachers through their pro-
duction (or lack of production) of gesture-speech mismatches.

Summary: Gesture as a Window Into the Mind
of the Child in Transition

McNeill (1985,1987,1992) argued that gestures, like speech,
can serve as a channel of observation into mental processes and
representations, that is, as a window into the mind. Moreover,
because gesture is less codified than speech and is dictated by
different constraints, it tends to reflect different kinds of knowl-
edge than does speech. Gesture may, for example, reflect knowl-
edge that is imagistic and more implicit than the knowledge
conveyed in speech.

We agree with McNeill's formulation and have argued here
that when taken in relation to speech, gesture can serve as a
window into the mind of the child in a transitional state. We
suggest that the relationship between gesture and speech not
only serves as an index of the transitional state but, more im-
portant, also provides insight into the internal processes that
characterize the mind of the child in transition.

We have characterized the transitional knowledge state as
one in which multiple hypotheses are simultaneously activated.
This simultaneous activation is directly reflected in gesture-
speech mismatch, which entails the juxtaposition of two hy-
potheses, one in speech and one in gesture, within a single
explanation. Gesture-speech mismatch itself appears to be an
outgrowth of the fact that at a certain point in the learning
process, the set of hypotheses accessible to gesture is different
from (and in the cases we have studied, larger than) the set
accessible to speech; that is, the child possesses knowledge that
can be encoded in gesture but not in speech.

Note that the characterization of the transitional state as one
in which multiple hypotheses are simultaneously activated con-
strains the types of learning mechanisms that can be posited.
Any mechanism of change purported to account for this type of
transition must involve two different processes. One process
serves to introduce a new hypothesis into the learner's reper-
toire (in many instances, into the learner's gestural repertoire
rather than into his or her spoken repertoire); this process con-
sequently creates a transitional state characterized by multiple
hypotheses. A second process serves to sort out the multiple
hypotheses in the learner's repertoire, perhaps by allowing the
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learner to recede the imagistic knowledge encoded in gesture
into the linear and segmented code characteristic of speech;
this process thus results in a single, correct hypothesis that is
encoded in both modalities, or perhaps even in a set of interre-
lated hypotheses, all of which are encoded in both modalities.

We argue finally that the relationship between gesture and
speech serves an important role in the mechanism of develop-
mental change itself, signaling to those who interact with the
child that the child is in a transitional state and providing in-
sight into the hypotheses the child is entertaining. We suggest
that gesture, taken in relation to speech, reflects those concepts
currently in the child's zone of proximal development—the
areas in which the child is able to profit from instruction and
learn. Gesture and speech taken together provide an observ-
able, and interpretable, index of the child's conceptual knowl-
edge, and thus they provide a mechanism by which adults can
calibrate their input to a child's current level of understanding.
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